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Over the past 2+ years, human resource and talent attraction leaders have 
faced a lot of uncertainty — at a level never before experienced. And we’re far 
from a return to normal, as ongoing COVID subvariants and growing concern 
over inflation make clear.

So how do we continue to navigate whatever comes next? By being bold. 

To me, a bold hiring strategy includes embracing automation, skills-based 
hiring and workplace wellbeing. And it looks ahead to anticipate and plan for 
the future of work starting now — with the goal of making hiring simpler, 
faster and more human for everyone. 
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Though the US labor market has cooled a bit since the start of 2022, as of late summer, 
demand for workers remained elevated. In July, job postings on Indeed were 53.5% above 
prepandemic levels, indicating strong hiring intentions, according to our Hiring Lab.

But whether you’re scrambling to hire at scale or trying to efficiently screen the best talent, 
employers agree it’s important to connect quickly with qualified and interested candidates. 

The mission of Indeed Hiring Platform is to help employers do just that — interview great 
candidates faster. Designed with a focus on high volume hiring, Indeed Hiring Platform 
automates sourcing, screening, communications and scheduling into an integrated 
interview platform — accelerating the end-to-end hiring process from weeks to days.  

What’s more, our survey of employers using Indeed Hiring Platform shows a 3.2-times 
higher conversion1 — from the first click on a job description to interview scheduled — 
than a typical apply process achieves. For TA teams under pressure to hire quickly, that 
magnitude of improvement can feel like a game changer, with both faster time to hire and 
lower cost per hire.

Since its launch in 2021, Indeed Hiring Platform has helped clients across all industries speed 
hiring and lower costs. For example, a national retailer in the US made 3,400 associate hires 
across 600 locations in one day with Indeed Hiring Platform. In healthcare, Indeed Hiring 
Platform enabled an American nonprofit academic medical center to reduce time to hire 
for hospital staff by 50%. And in logistics, Indeed Hiring Platform played a role in a British 
grocery retailer’s ability to reduce cost per hire by 70% for heavy goods vehicle drivers.

1 Indeed data (US) 

Automate for faster hiring and  
reduced cost per hire

https://www.hiringlab.org/2022/07/28/july-2022-us-labor-market-update/
https://www.indeed.com/employers/hiring-platform
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We’ve also seen Indeed Hiring Platform used effectively with multiple clients collaborating 
during a single event, as was the case in Germany this summer. 

Despite concerns about growing inflation, tight labor markets have persisted in many 
places. Nowhere was this more apparent than in European airports during the peak summer 
travel season of 2022, when worker shortages contributed to steady streams of flight 
cancellations, four-hour check-in lines and rooms filled with lost baggage. 

To help ease the situation, Indeed’s sales and Indeed Hiring Platform Implementation 
Consultants in Germany organized an Airport Hiring Day held on July 28. Our teams 
collaborated with employers and staffing agencies to promote vacancies at six German 
airports — in Munich, Frankfurt, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Hamburg, and Leipzig — by using 
traditional and social media and to source, screen, schedule and conduct virtual interviews 
with job seekers using Indeed Hiring Events and Indeed Hiring Platform. Candidates 
applied for a variety of roles that included baggage handlers, IT support and security staff. 
The campaign resulted in a total of 809 interviews at an average cost of €60, with 448 
candidates being designated as “yes” or “yes/maybe” for those roles.  

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-07-01/record-flight-delays-cancellations-make-europe-2022-s-worst-place-to-travel
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2022-07-01/record-flight-delays-cancellations-make-europe-2022-s-worst-place-to-travel
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When employers adopted virtual interviewing during the pandemic, Indeed began asking 
an important question: Are resumes really serving their purpose? Research shows that 
resume reviews in advance of interviews might even be counterproductive. 

For example, resume gaps have historically created employment barriers. Candidates whose 
resumes show periods of unemployment are 45% less likely to land a job interview. These 
days, parents and caregivers — especially women, who’ve left the workforce in record 
numbers —  may have periods without work. Should resume gaps prevent them from 
returning to work? 

What’s more, as part of the COVID-induced “Great Attrition,” record numbers of candidates 
are seeking employment in new industries. Too often their resumes reflect where they’ve 
been, not necessarily what they can do or where they want to go.

The next evolution? Interviewing great candidates faster by focusing more on relevant skills.  
While finding people with the capabilities you require can be difficult in any labor market, 
evaluations that reduce subjectivity — skills assessments, job simulations, aptitude tests and 
more — help reveal candidate potential.

Focus less on resumes and more on skills

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/talent-acquisition/pages/how-to-evaluate-resume-employment-gaps.aspx
https://www.hiringlab.org/2022/07/18/women-lag-pandemic-economic-recovery/
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/people-and-organizational-performance/our-insights/the-great-attrition-is-making-hiring-harder-are-you-searching-the-right-talent-pools?stcr=BA9E07F88B58440CA852479B68C7D145&cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=133604b928d047d4b7ec98e7662fe3c6&hctky=12693050&hdpid=f4b32c66-1991-4d2a-8028-81bfd3a19408
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3 Indeed data (worldwide) 

With that in mind, Indeed has built a global library of 200+ assessments2 that cover a range 
of industries, competencies and aptitudes, including sales skills, market research, verbal 
communication, attention to detail, management and leadership skills, and logical and 
critical thinking. With assessments like these, job seekers can demonstrate capabilities that 
their past experience may not convey.  

In a tight labor market, some employers worry that using skills assessments may add to 
challenges with candidate flow. They also question whether adopting assessments will be 
simple.  With Indeed Hiring Platform, employers simply select the screening questions or 
assessments best aligned with their requirements for the job. Any job seeker who meets the 
requirements can immediately schedule an interview. The process feels transparent and 
takes only a few minutes from start to finish, and 88%3 of job seekers rate it favorably.

Over time, skills-based hiring also strengthens an organization’s ability to predict great 
hires.  The more objective and data-driven a hiring process becomes, the more insight you 
can glean from hiring wins and misses — and the more improvements you can make to 
attract top talent.

https://www.indeed.com/hire/assessments
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Indeed joined forces with England’s National Health Service (NHS) to dramatically scale the 
organization’s hiring through large hiring events at major sports venues across the country. 
The result: 4,565 interviews and 3,740 job offers extended — all with zero resume reviews 
up front.

Attracting job seekers outside of the healthcare sector

NHS Healthcare Support workers (HCSW) play a pivotal role in ensuring the publicly funded 
healthcare system delivers high standards of patient care. These hands-on roles provide 
essential support to clinical staff across a wide range of settings. 

Over the last two years, Indeed has collaborated with the NHS on its HCSW program, for 
which the core objectives for growth have been to raise the profile of the HCSW role and 
attract candidates from outside the healthcare sector. 

Pivoting from traditional hiring to innovative recruitment solutions 

Throughout the pandemic, Indeed worked with the NHS on a range of innovative 
recruitment solutions. Products such as Indeed Hiring Events and Indeed Hiring Platform 
use the power of Indeed’s job seeker reach and automation technology to attract, screen 
and schedule candidates for virtual or in-person interviews. 

CASE STUDY 

Values-Based Recruiting + No Resumes:  
A Winning Hiring Strategy for England’s  
National Health Service

https://www.indeed.com/employers/hiring-events
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Educational webinars were also part of the strategy. These sessions helped potential 
candidates better understand the HCSW role and helped the NHS ensure candidates  
had the right transferable skills — and the right values — to help them be successful in 
patient care. 

Simplifying recruiting and removing barriers to hire 

As other sectors started to reopen after pandemic lockdowns, 
competition for talent increased. For the NHS, attracting new-to-
healthcare audiences to HCSW roles became even more critical.

Indeed has many capabilities to help the NHS attract out-of-sector 
candidates. Indeed’s recommendation algorithms match suitable job 
seekers with relevant NHS job opportunities based on numerous data 
points from their profiles, shared preferences and search histories.  

In many cases, relevant candidates may not have prior healthcare experience but have 
transferable skills from retail, customer service, cleaning, trade or education. Notably, 89% 
of trackable candidates engaging with HCSW jobs on Indeed do not currently work  
in healthcare. 

Bypassing the need to review resumes up front

In addition to broadening reach, the NHS also needed to speed up the 
hiring process. With speed in mind, Indeed and the NHS devised a series 
of large-scale, in-person recruitment events at major sports stadiums, 
NHS buildings and local venues across the country.

These events aimed to create a best-in-class candidate experience. While the NHS 
historically relied on formal application processes that included resumes, the streamlined 
event process removed the preinterview resume review step entirely and shifted application 
forms to the postoffer stage. 

This simpler, faster hiring process yielded 3,740 job offers across seven events and gave  
the NHS confidence they could move away from traditional processes and still ensure 
quality hires. 

Moving from its traditional hiring process to a more streamlined, values-based process 
has also helped the NHS attract a more diverse candidate pool. For example, the in-person 
events attracted significantly more men than typically found in NHS applicant pools. 

Helping people get jobs 

Indeed’s mission is to help people get jobs, and we’re proud to have helped thousands of job 
seekers move quickly into roles at the NHS. We also love to see people excited to begin new 
careers, as you can see in these videos from the London and Manchester hiring days.  

https://www.hee.nhs.uk/our-work/values-based-recruitment#:~:text=Values%20based%20recruitment%20is%20an,which%20assess%20aptitude%20and%20skills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Un4fqnTvpSk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZcyqwCSOrUs
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As employees’ needs have changed, so have their definitions of being happy on the job. 
Office workers who experienced flexibility during the pandemic want that flexibility to 
remain, while in-office employees demand commensurate benefits. And employers today 
are much more likely to offer the flexibility of remote work: 8.9% of postings on Indeed in 
July 2022 were advertised as remote compared to 2.7% in 2019, according to Indeed Hiring 
Lab research. 

To help job seekers find a workplace they’ll love — and to help employers attract the best 
candidates — we’ve developed Indeed’s Work Happiness Score, which is built on the largest 
data set of workplace wellbeing indicators created, according to the 2021 World Happiness 
Report. Employees can rate their employers on multiple happiness drivers such as flexibility, 
compensation, learning, sense of purpose and achievement.  In 2021, job seekers viewed 
an Indeed Company Page (where Work Happiness Scores are prominently displayed) to 
research a company more than 1.5 billion times.4 A global mindset shift is underway — 
happiness at work is a must, not a perk, according to the 2021 World Happiness Report, and 
a crucial element in any overall strategy for effectively attracting and retaining talent.

The ability to collect, understand and apply a vast amount of data to complex problems and 
processes is helping to create an explosion of innovation across industries. The future of 
work and hiring will be built on data, too. And over time, this will inform advanced analytics 
that can make the hiring process exponentially simpler, faster and more human. 

Here at Indeed, we have 250 million global unique visitors per month5 who read employer 
reviews, upload resumes, apply to jobs, respond to employers’ screening questions, take 
assessments and interview directly with employers on our platform. To date, job seekers 
on Indeed have completed more than 315 million assessments.6 And more than 2.5 million 
interviews with job seekers have been hosted on Indeed.7 

This perpetual activity provides a deep understanding of both job seeker and employer 
preferences across our global job site and hiring platform. By intelligently harnessing this 
data, we’re able to continuously improve the recommendations we make to job seekers for 
jobs that align with their skills and preferences and automate more than 70% of recruiting 
steps to help employers interview screened candidates faster.8

Make workplace happiness a top priority, 
not a perk

Prepare for the future of work — now

4,6,7 Indeed data (worldwide)  
5 Google Analytics, Unique Visitors, February 2020
8 Indeed data (US)

https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/toolkits/pages/managingflexibleworkarrangements.aspx
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/tools-and-samples/toolkits/pages/managingflexibleworkarrangements.aspx
https://www.indeed.com/employers/work-happiness?sid=us_tmp_ca_brand-q1-2021-tier-3_pr__ch_supplied-article_au_enterprise_cr_hrd&utm_source=supplied-article&utm_medium=hrd&utm_campaign=brand-q1-2021-tier-3
https://www.indeed.com/lead/workplace-well-being-study-insights
https://www.indeed.com/lead/workplace-well-being-study-insights
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Driven by data insights, hiring automation technology has the potential to help recruiting 
practices become more efficient, accurate and personalized in the future — and meet the 
expectations of Gen Zers, 41% of whom are willing to forgo security and privacy concerns 
and provide information about their preferences to have more personalized experiences.

That’s today. But advanced hiring tools in the future will likely combine with technologies 
such as blockchain, biometrics, virtual reality and the internet of everything in ways that 
may seem unimaginable today. 

For example, as you’re getting ready in the morning, your mirror might scroll through a list 
of jobs or projects based on your selected preferences and biometric sensors. If you don’t 
like your job, there’s no hiding the Monday morning blues from your own mirror! While the 
hiring world isn’t there yet, it’s exciting to think about how today’s nascent technologies 
might transform how we find meaningful work and hire in the future.

There’s a real possibility that we’ll move away from the “one person, one job” hiring model, 
too. Task-based work, job sharing and multiple income streams could become the norm — 
which means the role of talent leaders may become even more complex and fast-paced.

Looking ahead, boldly implementing new strategies for hiring — incorporating automated, 
virtual and skills-based processes, focusing more on worker happiness and preparing for 
the future of work now — can help give you a decided advantage in attracting and retaining 
talent. And along the way, you’ll be playing your role in making hiring simpler, faster and 
more human for everyone.  

Gaining an advantage in attracting 
and retaining talent

https://www.alistdaily.com/strategy/genz-generation-influence-study-wpengine-cgk/#:~:text=Gen%20Z's%20bond%20with%20the,return%20for%20a%20personalized%20experience.
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Indeed and Indeed Hiring Platform have earned recognition for innovation and meaningful 
impact by leading media companies, review sites and more.

Indeed was named to the Fast Company 2022 
list of the World’s Most Innovative Companies, 
which recognizes organizations that are making 
a “meaningful impact.” Indeed was named as one 
of 10 companies in the workplace category for 
delivering “streamlined features to accelerate 
applying and interviewing for a job” in today’s 
challenging hiring environment. Fast Company cited 
the launch of Indeed Hiring Platform as an example 
of how Indeed “responded to the Great Resignation 
with a range of offerings targeting workers looking 
for greener pastures.”

In 2021, Fast Company also recognized Indeed as 
one of the Brands That Matter. The list comprises 
95 brands that “give people compelling reasons to 
care about them — and offer inspiration for others 
to buy in.” 

As an example of why Indeed is among the brands 
that matter, Fast Company cited Indeed’s 2021 
Super Bowl ad, which “purposely put the focus on 
the people who use the job site — and their lives 
outside of work — rather than the jobs and work 
itself.” The magazine noted that Indeed’s Work 
Happiness Score was a key part of the 2021 United 
Nations World Happiness Report and is another 
reason why Indeed is a brand that matters. 

Indeed Hiring Platform, along with Indeed 
Resume, Indeed Sponsored Jobs and Indeed.com, 
received 2022 Top Rated awards from TrustRadius, 
a research and review platform for business 
technology. In addition, Indeed Resume won first 
place for Best Feature Set, Best Value for Price and 
Best Relationship. 

Fortune has recognized Indeed Hiring Platform by 
naming Indeed a 2021 Change the World Award 
winner — an honor given to companies tackling 
unmet needs in society. 

“Indeed is one of the world’s largest hiring platforms 
— and as the Great Resignation has kicked in, it has 
focused on scrubbing bias out of the job-hunting 
process,” according to Fortune. “Its screening tech 
offers all candidates who meet a recruiter’s criteria 
the option to remotely interview — helping sidestep 
potential biases based on name, race, or education. 
For job seekers, Indeed’s Work Happiness Score 
grades companies based on survey data on issues 
like flexibility, compensation, and inclusion.”

Recruiting tech company Breezy HR named Indeed 
as the leading source of hire in 2021 among Breezy 
HR clients for the third consecutive year. 

Based on an analysis of Breezy HR’s ATS data, 
Indeed is the best source of hire among Breezy 
HR clients, superior even to company career sites. 
When comparing the performance of top job 
sites in the US and Europe, Indeed leads the pack, 
accounting for 32% of total hires based on the 
report. The report indicates Indeed also leads in 
efficiency compared to LinkedIn and others.

Indeed & Indeed Hiring Platform  
Awarded for Innovation, Impact

https://www.indeed.com/lead/indeed-among-fast-company-worlds-most-innovative-companies?hl=en&co=US
https://www.fastcompany.com/brands-that-matter/2021?isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-among-fast-company-worlds-most-innovative-companies_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fastcompany.com%2Fbrands-that-matter%2F2021
https://www.indeed.com/employers/work-happiness?gclid=CjwKCAjw9LSSBhBsEiwAKtf0n6sGZr5mZG6bQW7GKpNdfqFWXztVDqixd4LmzSU0lLTthUn0wWow3hoCL9oQAvD_BwE&aceid=&isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-among-fast-company-worlds-most-innovative-companies_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indeed.com%2Femployers%2Fwork-happiness%3Fgclid%3DCjwKCAjw9LSSBhBsEiwAKtf0n6sGZr5mZG6bQW7GKpNdfqFWXztVDqixd4LmzSU0lLTthUn0wWow3hoCL9oQAvD_BwE%26aceid%3D
https://www.indeed.com/employers/work-happiness?gclid=CjwKCAjw9LSSBhBsEiwAKtf0n6sGZr5mZG6bQW7GKpNdfqFWXztVDqixd4LmzSU0lLTthUn0wWow3hoCL9oQAvD_BwE&aceid=&isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-among-fast-company-worlds-most-innovative-companies_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indeed.com%2Femployers%2Fwork-happiness%3Fgclid%3DCjwKCAjw9LSSBhBsEiwAKtf0n6sGZr5mZG6bQW7GKpNdfqFWXztVDqixd4LmzSU0lLTthUn0wWow3hoCL9oQAvD_BwE%26aceid%3D
https://worldhappiness.report/ed/2021/?isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-among-fast-company-worlds-most-innovative-companies_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fworldhappiness.report%2Fed%2F2021%2F
https://worldhappiness.report/ed/2021/?isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-among-fast-company-worlds-most-innovative-companies_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fworldhappiness.report%2Fed%2F2021%2F
https://www.indeed.com/employers/resume-search?gclid=Cj0KCQjw4PKTBhD8ARIsAHChzRKX3_0MCjUMForA3ujhdChtKEAOzXm5G1EwQUOpc1plyy0_sw8WT6AaAkehEALw_wcB&hl=en&aceid=&co=USsid=us_googmobconthajdisplay-midmarket&isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-wins-multiple-trustradius-best-of-awards_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indeed.com%2Femployers%2Fresume-search%3Fgclid%3DCj0KCQjw4PKTBhD8ARIsAHChzRKX3_0MCjUMForA3ujhdChtKEAOzXm5G1EwQUOpc1plyy0_sw8WT6AaAkehEALw_wcB%26hl%3Den%26aceid%3D%26co%3DUSsid%3Dus_googmobconthajdisplay-midmarket
https://www.indeed.com/employers/resume-search?gclid=Cj0KCQjw4PKTBhD8ARIsAHChzRKX3_0MCjUMForA3ujhdChtKEAOzXm5G1EwQUOpc1plyy0_sw8WT6AaAkehEALw_wcB&hl=en&aceid=&co=USsid=us_googmobconthajdisplay-midmarket&isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-wins-multiple-trustradius-best-of-awards_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indeed.com%2Femployers%2Fresume-search%3Fgclid%3DCj0KCQjw4PKTBhD8ARIsAHChzRKX3_0MCjUMForA3ujhdChtKEAOzXm5G1EwQUOpc1plyy0_sw8WT6AaAkehEALw_wcB%26hl%3Den%26aceid%3D%26co%3DUSsid%3Dus_googmobconthajdisplay-midmarket
https://www.indeed.com/employers/ads?utm_campaign=employers-enterprise-page&utm_medium=webpage-location&utm_source=internal&isid=enterprisehub_us&ikw=enterprisehub_us_lead%2Findeed-wins-multiple-trustradius-best-of-awards_textlink_https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indeed.com%2Femployers%2Fads%3Futm_campaign%3Demployers-enterprise-page%26utm_medium%3Dwebpage-location%26utm_source%3Dinternal
https://www.indeed.com/lead/indeed-wins-multiple-trustradius-best-of-awards?hl=en&co=US
https://fortune.com/company/indeed-com/change-the-world/
https://fortune.com/company/indeed-com/change-the-world/
https://www.indeed.com/lead/indeed-leading-source-of-hire-breezy-hr
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